OAKRIDGE® SHINGLES

PROVEN PERFORMANCE
IN THE NAILING ZONE
How your shingles get fastened to the roof deck is a critical step in their long-term performance. Owens Corning® Oakridge® shingles outperform in the area where it matters the most—the nailing zone. Compared to competitive shingles with a wide, single-layer nailing zone, Oakridge® shingles with full double layer protection in the nailing zone provide outstanding resistance to high winds, help deter water infiltration and keep the shingle layers from separating during and after installation. And our testing proves it.

Industry Best Practice Nailing Zone Construction

There’s no hype or smoke and mirrors here—the double layer common bond nail zone ensures that every nail placed provides greater strength and integrity for your roof.

Curb Appeal

With an eye-catching, three-dimensional look, Oakridge® shingles provide beautiful curb appeal that’s built to last.

Impressive Testing Results

Testing proves Oakridge® shingles resist nail pull-through, nail blow-through and layer delamination better than competing products.

Trust & Confidence

The industry-leading architectural shingle for over 30 years, with millions of squares protecting millions of homes across North America.

• Backed by the #1 most TRUSTED roofing brand in the industry*
• Limited lifetime** warranty with up to 130 MPH wind warranty coverage**
• Where available 10 Years of StreakGuard® Protection algae-resistance warranty coverage**

Certified by leading scientific laboratories around the world, our test results are based on real-world conditions and conditions that are accelerated to more closely simulate the environmental stresses of the real world. These results are compared to competitive wide, single-layer nails zones in three critical tests. The results are impressive. Our products outperform in resistance to nail pull-through, nail blow-through and delamination.
Your home is the center of your world—where your memories are made. And we see it as our job to make the world a better place. So, Owens Corning® is relentless about reimagining and creating materials that help protect your biggest investment, your home.

When you choose Owens Corning® roofing products, you get products and systems that deliver a material difference — a difference that can be seen in the curb appeal of your roof and experienced through premium performance, protecting your home and family.

Our commitment to quality offers you peace of mind that your new roof will stand the test of time. At Owens Corning, we know that your roof does more than just cover your house, it helps protect your future memories.

MORE THAN JUST A ROOF®
IT’S PROTECTION FOR YOUR HOME.
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